
Student Movement and Laboratory use.   
  
Students will be encouraged to enter and exit the building using the shortest possible route. For the 
Reeves Laboratory, Babbage Laboratory, and Gaming labs students will enter via the main entrance 
IN door opposite the Jack Ashley building and proceed directly into the labs. At the end of their 
session they will exit the building via the same exit point using the OUT door (marked on the walk 
plan using blue arrows) Social distancing and hand sanitising measures are in place.   
For The Knuth laboratory (first floor) students will enter via the main entrance IN door opposite the 
Jack Ashley building. They will proceed up the stair case immediately to their left and into the 
laboratory space. To exit this space, they will use the designated one-way system to move through 
the MacKay building, use the down staircase to get to the 1st floor of the MacKay Building, where 
they should use the 1st floor corridor to proceed to the main entrance exit door of the Colin Reeves 
Building. In all cases students will be expected to follow the social distancing measures in place and 
wear face masks in the public areas of the building. In all laboratories they will be adhering to 1m+ 
distancing rules (actual separation is 1.2m - 1.5m+) and wearing face coverings and visors (provided 
by FNS). Please see attached seating plans for the laboratory spaces.   
Staff are advised to avoid these areas at change over times in order to maintain social distancing. 
Time tabling measures have been put in place to minimise contact.   
The laboratory spaces in the CR building are predominantly computer-based spaces. Students will be 
expected to clean keyboards and mice with the supplied materials before and after use as well 
as studious use of hand sanitisers.   
In the event of an emergency students will exit the building using standard H&S protocols.   
  
Any students who have issues with wearing the PPE measures for health reasons will need to contact 
student services in order to get the relevant permissions to not wear PPE. Local measures will be put 
in place for them.   
 


